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Integer matrices obeying generalized incidence equations Jennifer Wallis
We consider integer matrices obeying certain generalizations of the incidence equations for (u, k, X)-configurations and show that given certain other constraints, a constant multiple of the incidence matrix of a (v, k, X)-configuration may be identified as the solution of the equation.
We define (v, k, X)-configurations as usual (see [3] ). If B is the (0, 1) incidence matrix of a (u, k, X)-configuration and if A = bB where b is a positive integer, then
(1)
with J as usual the matrix with every element + 1 , and J the identity matrix. Ryser [2] proved a p a r t i a l converse: LEMMA 1. If A is a v * v integer matrix satisfying equations ( l ) with, b = 1 j then A is the incidence matrix of a (v, k, X)-configuration (and consequently has every entry 0 or 1).
One might conjecture, in view of the powerful theorems of Ryser [2] and Bridges and Ryser [ I ] , that an integer matrix satisfying (l) would necessarily be b times the incidence matrix of a (y, k, X)-configuration. But the matrix 
j -p I b^ = dp -dp = 0 ; 0 0 that is
3 Consider B = b A . B is an integer matrix satisfying Lemma 1, so i t is the incidence matrix of a (v, k, X)-configuration, and we have the r e s u l t . Choose n any integer greater than 6 + u> . Then A(n-S-ta) = -so n|(e-6 2 ) . But this is true for every large enough n ; hence E = 6 2 . That is
From t h e d a t a every term i n t h i s summation has t h e

Proof of Theorem 3
Then we have for any y , so every element of 5 is -a or 6 . Wow the row sum of S is <2 = vS and the sum of the squares of the elements is p = v6 2 ;
together these imply
B = 6J
where o = -.
